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Good afternoon, Chairman Feldman and members of the Senate Education, Energy, 
and the Environment Committee. The Maryland Energy Advocates Coalition (MEAC) is 
pleased to provide written testimony in support of SB1. Our collaboration of nonprofits, 
foundations, partners, and volunteers works to ensure that limited-income families can 
afford their utility bills through advocacy, education, and reporting.   

SB1 provides the urgently needed market and consumer reforms to level the residential 
retail energy consumer playing field. SB1 is tactical and practical and reforms many of 

the issues and injustices happening with 
today’s current marketplace. SB1 does not 
eliminate choice, but rather it provides the 
guardrails needed for all Maryland residential 
consumers to access affordable energy.  
  
The 1999 Electric Choice Act opened the door 
for competitive energy suppliers to service 
residential customers and offer electricity and 
gas supply. The deregulatory energy bill 
clearly stated the goal was “economic benefits 
for all classes.”  1

  
Yet the opposite has happened. Maryland’s 
residential customers who chose a retail 
supplier have paid $1.2 billion more  for 2

home energy - an essential service.  
  
Maryland’s residential Retail Energy market 
negative outcomes have been highly reported 
and studied . The data and facts are 3
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indisputable and clear that in its current form, Maryland’s residential market did not 
meet its goals. From the Wall Street Journal’s Page 1 investigative series  featuring 4

Baltimore residents, to many restructured states’ reports, articles, radio, and TV shows, 
retail energy has been a hot topic for many years.  

In 2022, important research based on 3 
years’ worth BGE retail energy billing 
records was published by a PhD 
candidate at UC Berkeley,   The 5

researcher asked a serious economic 
question: Why were low-income 
households in the US paying more for 
retail energy compared to regulated utility 
offers?  

Her research concluded that over time, 
the retail industry realized it is more cost 
effective to send commission-based 
direct salespeople door-to-door or embed 
them in big box stores in Maryland’s 
lowest income ZIP codes .  Suppliers 6

charged low-income accounts higher 
rates at the door than online. When 
variable rates kick in (the report found the 
average fixed rate contract was only 2 
months), rates can creep up to any level. 
Maryland’s retail energy market has no pricing oversight. As the UC Berkeley report 
detailed, Spanish-speaking accounts, African American accounts, and immigrant 
families pay the highest rates.  
  
Of real concern is that the report proved that the driver in this market’s pricing 
discrimination is based on demographics. Found on page 13, the report concluded that 
the presence of a majority African American ZIP code explained nearly half (45%) the 
pricing discrimination.  
  
Since 2010 when purchase of receivables was integrated with utility consolidated billing 
, the Maryland residential market has seen significant overpayments compared to utility 7

rates. And each year, per customer overpayments increased from $161 in 2014 to $483 

  https://www.wsj.com/articles/electricity-deregulation-utility-retail-energy-bills-11615213623 4

 https://haas.berkeley.edu/energy-institute/research/abstracts/wp-333/ 5

 PSC data reported in Baltimore Fishbowl https://datawrapper.dwcdn.net/x4zeA/1/6

 Abell Foundation Report: Peltier & Makhijani https://abell.org/publication/marylands-dysfunctional-residential-third-7
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per account in 2022 . As the residential retail energy market has shrunk, industry has 8

increased rates on their remaining customers.  

In addition to the low-income targeting, “Eco-buyers” are wooed into retail energy 
with promises of clean electricity. Retail energy “green power” offers are based on 
voluntary renewable energy certificates. Maryland currently has no standards or 
regulations regarding “green offers” and Maryland has no visibility into what types of 
RECs suppliers purchase on behalf of their clients.  Research suggests most RECs are 
unbundled RECs from Texas wind farms. These RECs are very low cost (after broker 
fees, too) and offer no ‘environmental benefits’ for Maryland.  

Eco-buyers assume they’re paying more for actual wind and clean energy.  Maryland’s 9

eco-buyer retail energy segment is at least 25% of the retail energy base. In 2022, each 
“green offer” account paid on average $725 more for electricity compared to regulated 
rates. Retail Energy “green offer” premiums are significant. in 2022, the average retail 
“green offer” account paid for an additional 8 RECs (~8,000 kWh) above the 25% RPS 
requirement. At an average $725 premium, each retail supplier “green offer” RECs cost 
consumers an extra $90. Voluntary RECs sell between $2 to $10 each.   

Lastly, the in-person direct sales shenanigans are many, including that most sales 
agents ‘fudge the truth’ about retail energy offers. It’s a tough product to sell and the 
sales folks are, by and large, on commission per closed sale. Since 2010, per PSC data 

, about 2.8 million new residential contracts were sold. There are 2.3 million Maryland 10

residential accounts.  And 2.5 million contracts have cancelled. It’s a churn and burn 
marketplace relying heavily on direct sales.  

On average, Retail Energy costs 
more for the roughly 10 million 
US customers. Yet even when the 
PSC “shot across the bow” from 
the bench and asked industry to 
“clean up your act,” the retail 
industry chose to double-down on 
Maryland consumers (New Jersey, 
too) and charge Maryland families 
the highest premiums compared to 
other restructured states.   
  
Our coalition, Maryland’s Office of 
Home Energy Programs, the Fuel 
Fund of Maryland and Maryland 

 https://www.energysupplierhelpdesk.org/1billion 8
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residents are left picking up the pieces. The net is that Section 8 vouchers are lost and 
home utility accounts are terminated. Energy burdens are high in Maryland and this 
market needs to be reformed.  
  
SB1 solves many issues. 
  

1.    RATE GUARDRAILS: SB1 provides first-ever rate oversight that’s tied to 
regulated rate levels. Another key regulation is eliminating “purchase of 
receivables.” Combined with no rate oversight, POR as it’s called, is a PSC-
regulation that when combined with “free market” rates has driven pricing 
discrimination, with little risk to retail suppliers. Known as a “moral hazard,” 
Maryland rate results support that retail suppliers fell into that trap. Limiting 
contract lengths, fixing renewal terms at 1 year, and eliminating variable 
rates is smart to ensure that consumers aren’t hooked into never-ending 
monthly variable.  
  

2.    VULNERABLE POPULATION SAFEGUARDS: With 20 years’ retail energy 
customer outcomes, SB1’s replacing compromised Choice Identification 
Numbers, “locking” a residential utility account on SOS, and eliminating retail 
choice for OHEP accounts are tactical and practical. 

a.    Utility Choice ID Number Replacement: When an account is 
compromised with an illegal sale, known as “slamming,” a minority of 
account holders file PSC complaints. If they win their case, the sales 
reps still have their account information and can re-enroll them 
without consent.  This requirement would allow the Choice ID to be 
changed by the utility system to reduce the likelihood of further 
slamming. (Also, very few residents seem to know about the PSC, let 
alone the Consumer Affairs Division online complaint process.) 

b.    Account SOS / Gas Lock: It appears that older adults are often 
targeted by direst sales salesman. A Baltimore City senior, Ms. Ida’s 
experience (Figure 1 below) is an extreme example of this issue, yet 
illustrates the door to door sales issue with 23 switches over 30 
months. SB1 would allow account holders and their caregivers to 
request that their distribution utility automatically keep their account 
on SOS. This one change will give seniors and their families peace-
of-mind that their family’s utility account is on SOS.  

  
c.     Energy Assistance “OHEP” Change: While 2021’s SB30/HB397 

attempted to eliminate retail supplier overcharges for all accounts 
receiving energy assistance, the final solution was to offer a 
“guaranteed savings plan.” Retail suppliers commit to charge OHEP-
coded accounts that same as regulated rates. The implementation 
has some flaws, and SB1’s requirement eliminates PSC labor and 
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ensures that utility systems automatically protect OHEP-coded 
accounts.  

  

5

Figure 1: Ms. Ida (first name) lives in Baltimore City, a GEDCO community center client. L. 
Peltier and Ms. Ida’s Healthcare for the Homeless Case manager began working in 9/20 to 
keep her on BGE supply. Unsuccessfully most of the time. The chart above lists the many 
suppliers that enrolled this elderly lady. 



3.    GREEN POWER OFFERS: SB1 requires retail suppliers to purchase PJM 
and /or PJM delivered generation voluntary RECs above the RPS levels. SB1 
requires suppliers to report REC types, location, and generator. Lastly, SB1 
requires clear a consumer disclosure on all marketing. If passed these 
changes will ensure Maryland’s eco-buyers can more readily know what 
they’re buying. 

  
4.    INCREASED PSC, OFFICE OF PEOPLE’S COUNSEL AND ATTORNEY 

GENERAL OVERSIGHT: MEAC supports every SB1 change suggested. The 
residential retail energy market is roughly a $500,000,000 yearly market and 
has no dedicated staff. Recently, the PSC has spent considerably more labor 
hours on major Supplier Complaint Cases and has beefed up the Consumer 
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Figure 2: Nine “green power” residential retail brands that sell 100% renewable 
offers charged more than $750 on average more. DOE EIA861 files. Nine brands 



Affairs Department complaint group. Yet given that 50% of Maryland’s 
electricity is sold via retail suppliers, it’s astonishing how few labor hours are 
devoted to overseeing this market’s results.  Stronger energy salesperson 
training and licensing, limiting retailer license timeframes, and expanding 
oversight are smart so that our regulatory agencies can regulate. Today’s lax 
regulations seem to trigger an automatic court case by industry because of 
outdated and vague laws. 
  

5.    RESIDENTIAL RATE REPORTING: A major reason SB1 has taken so long to 
come to fruition is our state’s lack of official reporting. Without reporting, the 
public had little insight into retail energy results. When MEAC (originally under 
the Energy Supplier Reform Coalition) began reporting results in 2016 using 
federal U.S Department of Energy EIA861 data, many were rightly skeptical 
because the data wasn’t “official.”  For Maryland to effectively manage 
consumer utility bills in the years to come, we must know what retailers are 
charging, just as we do with regulated utilities.  

  
The average rate charged in 2022 for 370,000 residential accounts was nearly $500 
more, a 50% premium. Since 2013, retail suppliers have on average charged higher 
and higher rates. Often retail supplier rates didn’t track with market wholesale trends, as 
regulated SOS rates do. This data is from the DOE EIA861 files.  
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Figure 3: Historical regulated SOS per kWh rates compared to average retail energy 
rates from 2013 to 2022. The value of overpayments between the two lines is $817 
million more paid for retail energy electricity. 
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Figure 4: Maryland’s 2022 residential retail energy results by regulated utilities 
compared to each supplier. Only 1 supplier charged less than a 20% premium in 
2022. Twenty-five suppliers charged their customers on average more than $500 
more for electricity.



Many Maryland Energy Advocates Coalition members also wrote in 
separate SB1 testimony.  

In addition, Public Employees fro Environmental Protection (PEER) 
also supports this written testimony.  
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